
Let me 
capture 
your 

memories!
New Born 

Session



Welcome . . .  
My private studio is tucked away on a private

farm just in the outskirts of Leeds.  It has been

designed to immediately make you feel relaxed

and get a big dollop of 'Female empowerment'.  

It's a place to celebrate all women.  Mothers,

Mums to be, New Mums and of course their

beautiful children.   Even if you won't be

appearing in the image yourself, you will be

treated like the queen you are.

Of course my studio welcomes boys in too! I am

in fact a Mum of 3 boys and creating mother and

son portraits is a favourite for me. 

I will work with each client individually to tailor

the session to suit your needs. I direct you

throughout the shoot so all you need to think

about is having fun.  



My Newborn Style 



Your New Born Session
When to book?

 

I always suggest booking a new born session before you baby is 2

weeks old.  5-10 days is usually the best time to get those yummy

images while baby is still-so sleepy.  In saying this I have shot

older babies and created beautiful photos so if you haven't had a

chance into book in those early days don't panic!  We will still get

beautiful images.  When possible simply get in touch before baby

arrives so I can set aside a few days in my diary ready for your

session...as we never know exactly when baby will make their

arrival!

 

Once you have booked
 

Before your session I will send out an outfit planning guide so if

you or older siblings are planning on being in some of the photos

with your new arrival you can be styled and ready. 

 

When you arrive at the studio myself and the team will make sure

you are all comfortable and relaxed.  This is your opportunity to

sit back and let us do the work...something that doesn't happen

much in parenthood!

 

We will discuss with you colour tones and posing to come up with

a perfect plan for your session.  I tend to shoot a lot in my white

room so nude/ beige /cream and white tones work perfectly.

 

 



How long will the session take?

We set aside enough time for you and baby so

there is no rush during your session. When baby

needs changing and feeding we will enjoy

getting your next set up ready to shoot. 

 

We set aside 2-4 hours for a new born session. 

 

 

How do I choose my images?
 

You will receive a full online gallery with all our images

with my watermark, from these images you choose

whichever ones you want to be fully edited. Once you have

done this you will receive a new gallery with your chosen

images.  They will be fully downloadable and you can share

the link with family and friends. and share with family and

friends. 

 



Investment
There is of course no better memory than looking back at

new born photos of your baby.  They change so much in

those first few weeks so myself and the team are always

honoured when a family trust us to capture these special

memories. 

Details: 
 

Session time 2-4 hours (all depending on babies mood)

 

Online viewing gallery to share with family

with 6 edited digital images of your choice 

 

£350

(Additional images are £25 per edit)

 

 

 



Products
Bring your images to life by hanging them on

the walls at home or in a beautifully designed

family album.  To keep your digital images safe

you could order a bespoke USB box. 

I can talk you through my products and help

create the right choice for your home.

Prices vary depending on product.


